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Legacy of colonialism
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Sudan on the brink
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Y- *rdar's renote soutiern provinces, the spo-
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again broken out. This revolt, supported in the past.
by the odd combination of Israel and various Chris-
tian church groups, poses the very real threat of
breaking Sudan into two separate countries.

As if Sudan did not have enough problems, the
Khartoum regime is threatened to the east by the
unfriendly Marxist regime in Ethiopia whose con-
tinuing wars with Somalis, Tigreans and Eritreans
may spill over Sudan's southern borders. Now
Sudan has become deeply involved in the growing
civil war in remote Chad, supporting the forces of
Hissan Habre and serving as a conduit for CIA-sup
plied arms.

Chad has become a focal point for the emnity
between Sudan, Egypt and the U.S., on onq side,
and Libya's Col. Khadafy on the other, who is a
bitter foe of Gen. Numieri. The Egyptians and
Sudanese have somehow managed to convince the
U-S. government that their regional squabbles with
Libya constitute a threat to America's vital inter-
est!. Washington has responded to this spectre of
nefarious Libyans py pouring more arms and aid
into Sudan - and thus becoming increasingly
involved in supporting its unstable and expensive
ally.

Open to exploitation
This illustrates the West's maior problem in

Africa. The legacy of colonialism tras l-.tt a conti-
nent of permanent instability, creating easy and
inexpens-ive oppoltunities that are being rapidly
exploited by tfie Russians and other regiSnal irod-
blemakers. By responding to these threats, the
West is being drawn ever deeper into the morass of
African regional and tribal quarrels, forced, as in
the.case of Sudan, to suppbrt shaky, unpopular
regimes that are becoming increasing liabilities
and debilitating distractions.

What is to be done with Sudan? Continue to lavish
more aid on a regime that may soon by over-
thrown, allow the country to split asunder, or sim-
ply pull back and ignore the whole mess. The latter
course is m-ost tempting, but it ignores the very
real threat that some unknown, pro-Russian colondl
is waiting in the wings, ready to turn Sudan, like
Angola, Mozambique, Guinea and Ethiopia into a
new Russian beachhead in Africa.

Perhaps the time has come for Western leaders
to finally decide whic{r nations are truly worth sup-
porting and which ones must be left to their own
fate. As Frederick the Great said. "He who defends
everything, defends nothing."

(Eric Margolis, a member oI the Canadian Insti-
tute.of Strategic Studies, writes frequenily on inter-
national affairs)
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